Real-time high-rate co-seismic displacement from ambiguity-fixed precise point positioning: Application to earthquake early warning [1] Nowadays more and more high-rate real-time GPS data become available that provide a great opportunity to contribute to earthquake early warning (EEW) system in terms of capturing regional surface displacements, as an independent information source, useful for promptly estimating the magnitude of large destructive earthquake. In our study, we demonstrate the performance of the real-time ambiguity-fixed precise point positioning (PPP) approach using 5 Hz GPS data collected during El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake (Mw 7.2, 4 April 2010). The PPP-based displacements show to agree with accelerometerbased displacement at centimeter level. The key for successfully obtaining high precision displacements is the efficient ambiguity resolution. PPP with ambiguity fixing can result in correct permanent co-seismic offsets and correct recovery of moment magnitude and fault slip inversion at levels comparable to post-processing.
Introduction
[2] Earthquake-induced site displacement is key information for locating the epicenter and estimating the magnitude of earthquakes. For earthquake early warning (EEW) systems, the estimation of accurate co-seismic displacements and waveforms is needed in real time. Traditionally, displacements are obtained by double integration of observed accelerometer signals or single integration of velocities observed with broadband seismometers (Kanamori, 2007; EspinosaAranda et al., 1995; Allen and Kanamori, 2003) . Compared to seismic instruments that are subject to drifts (accelerometer) or that clip the signal in case of large earthquakes (broadband seismometer), GPS receiver observes displacements directly, making it particularly valuable in case of large earthquakes [Larson et al., 2003; Blewitt et al., 2006] .
[3] Mainly two processing strategies are used in real-time or simulated real-time GPS processing: relative baseline/ network positioning and precise point positioning (PPP) [Zumberge et al., 1997] . The technique of instantaneous positioning [Bock et al., 2000] is one typical real-time relative positioning method, is integrated into EEW system [Crowell et al., 2009] , and is demonstrated by applying the result for centroid moment tensors (CMT) computation , finite fault slip inversion , and P wave detection by combining collocated accelerometer data and the GPS displacements using a Kalman filter [Bock et al., 2011] . The real-time kinematic (RTK) technique is also utilized by Ohta et al. [2012] to analyze the displacement of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. All of the previously mentioned studies used the relative positioning technique, which is able to guarantee a high accuracy at 1 cm level, but it only provides a relative coseismic displacement with respect to (at least) one reference station, which might itself be subject to shaking. Kouba [2003] demonstrated that PPP using the orbit and clock products of the International Global Navigation Satellite Systems Service (IGS) can be used to detect seismic waves and satisfy the requirement of the GPS seismology. Wright et al. [2012] used PPP in real-time mode with broadcast clock and orbital corrections to give station positions every 1 s and then carry out a simple static inversion to determine the portion of the fault that slipped and the earthquake magnitude. The PPP technique can provide "absolute" coseismic displacements with respect to a global reference frame (defined by the satellite orbits and clocks) with a stand-alone GPS receiver. A PPP processing system uses information from a global reference network, which is applied to the monitoring stations, consequently the derived positions are referred to the global network, which itself is hardly affected by the earthquake displacement. However, it has limited accuracy in real-time applications because of unresolved integer-cycle phase ambiguities [Li, 2012] .
[4] In recent years, integer ambiguity fixing approach for PPP has been developed to improve its performance [Ge et al., 2008; Geng et al., 2012] . The German Research Center for Geosciences (GFZ), as one of the IGS data analysis centers, is operationally providing GPS orbits and clocks, uncalibrated phase delays (UPDs), and differential code biases (DCBs) for real-time PPP service with ambiguity fixing [Ge et al., 2011; Li, 2012] . In this contribution, the ambiguity-fixed PPP method is employed to estimate high-rate co-seismic displacement in real time. Meanwhile, we do not form linear combinations and use only original observables of carrier phases and pseudo-ranges in order to suppress the measurement noise. The slant ionospheric delays are treated as unknown parameters and the temporal All Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.
correlation is also considered to strengthen the solution. This original ambiguity-fixed PPP algorithm is described in section 2. The PPP displacement waveforms are analyzed and compared with seismic waveforms in section 3, and the application of PPP waveforms to EEW is described in section 4.
GPS Data Processing
[5] From the GPS observational equations (see Supporting Information), 1 one can see that ambiguities cannot be fixed to integers because of the existence of UPDs. The realvalued ambiguities can be expressed by integer numbers and the UPDs at receiver and satellite as [6] Fortunately, recent studies show that the UPDs can be estimated with high accuracy and reliability from a global reference network and casted for recovering integer ambiguities at the user end [Ge et al., 2008] . Several IGS analysis centers are providing a UPD data product for PPP ambiguity fixing, which can be used for geophysical GPS applications [Ge et al., 2011; Loyer et al., 2012] .
[7] Usually an ionosphere-free linear combination of dualfrequency observations is employed in PPP to eliminate the effect of ionospheric delays as a standard technique. In order to suppress the measurement noise, we do not form such linear combination in this contribution [Schaffrin and Bock, 1988] . Only original carrier phase and pseudo-range observations at L1 and L2 frequencies are employed and the slant ionospheric delays are estimated as unknown parameters.
[8] At the epoch k, observational equations for all the satellites can be expressed as
The estimated parameters are
[9] A sequential least square filter is employed to estimate the unknown parameters for real-time processing. P k denotes the weight matrix at epoch k:
[10] The increments of the receiver positions Δr are estimated epoch by epoch without any constraints between epochs for retrieving any rapid motions at the stations. The tropospheric zenith wet delay Z r is described as a random walk process with noise of about 2-5 mm= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi hour p . The process noise of receiver clock t r is set to white noise. The carrier-phase ambiguities N s r;j are assumed to be constant over time. The L1 and L2 ambiguities are fixed simultaneously using the LAMBDA method by Teunissen [1995] . The line-of-sight ionospheric delays I s r;1 are taken as estimated parameters for each satellite and at each epoch. A temporal constraint is introduced to strengthen the solution:
[11] Here w t is the ionospheric change from the previous to the current epoch. s 2 wt is the variance ofw t (generally a few millimeters for the 5 Hz data sampling) and an elevation-dependent weighting strategy is applied.
PPP Displacements
[12] The 2010 Mw 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake (4 April 2010, 22:40:42 UTC) in northern Baja California provides us with a real event to evaluate the performance of realtime PPP-derived co-seismic displacements. We process 1 Hz data of about 80~90 real-time IGS stations using the EPOS-RT software of GFZ in simulated real-time mode (in a strictly forward direction) for providing GPS orbits and clocks (about 0.1 ns accuracy), UPDs, and DCBs at 5 Hz sampling rate. Based on these real-time corrections, we replay 5 Hz GPS data collected by 30 stations of the California Real Time Network (CRTN). Displacement waveforms are computed on a Figure 1 . PPP displacement waveforms at GPS stations of P495, P499, P744, P496, and P500 during the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake on 4 April 2010. The north, east, and up components are respectively shown by blue curve, red rectangle, and black triangle.
station-by-station basis using the proposed original ambiguityfixed PPP algorithm in section 2, in a simulated real-time mode (in a strictly forward direction). The displacement results of five stations are shown as examples in Figure 1 .
[13] Some of the GPS stations are co-located with seismic stations from the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) operated by the USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) and Caltech. Velocity and displacement waveforms can be obtained from accelerometer data through single and double integrations, respectively. PPP displacements are compared with those from the accelerometers at these co-located stations. The GPS station P496, which is located~60 km from the earthquake's epicenter, is co-located with the SCSN seismic station 5058 (about 140 m distance). Comparisons of the seismic and PPP displacement waveforms for these stations are shown in Figure 2. [14] In Figure 2a , the north component shows a high degree of resemblance, with aligned phase and very similar amplitudes of the dynamic component. The difference is that a permanent co-seismic offset in the north component of 0.2 m in the PPP waveforms is clearly visible. Tilt and rotation of the seismic instrument result in distortions and baseline offsets, thus permanent co-seismic offsets are lost in the seismic waveforms. Figure 2b displays an excellent agreement of seismic and PPP displacements in the east component within few centimeters. The vertical is, as expected, the noisiest component, due to the satellite constellation configuration and the high correlation between zenith tropospheric delay and the height component. PPP float solution is also shown in the same figure and the comparisons indicate that integer ambiguity fixing can improve the accuracy of real-time PPP displacements significantly Figure 2 . Comparisons of the seismic and PPP displacement waveforms on the co-located 5058 (seismic) and P496 (GPS) stations during the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake on 4 April 2010 with the (a) north, (b) east, and (c) up components. The real-time ambiguity-fixed PPP waveform estimated from GPS observations is shown by the blue curve. The seismic displacement waveform integrated (twice) from accelerometers is drawn by the black triangle. The traditional PPP float solution is also shown for comparisons with the red rectangle. especially in the east component. We calculated the root mean square (RMS) values of 2 h (before the earthquake event) position series of the 30 GPS stations. The accuracy (1 À sigma) of the PPP float solution is found to be 2.2, 4.1, and 7.6 cm, respectively, in north, east, and up direction. PPP ambiguity fixing can improve the accuracy to 1.8 cm, 1.9 cm, and 3.9 cm in the corresponding directions.
[15] The velocity series of five stations are shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information. These series, derived from PPP are compared with those integrated from a nearby accelerometer, and the results for 5058/P496 are exemplarily shown in Figure 3 . The velocity series derived from original PPP fixed solution are shown by the blue curve, while the corresponding results integrated from accelerometers are shown by the black triangle. A statistical analysis indicates that their difference (1 À sigma) is 2.1, 2.0, and 3.1 cm/s in north, east, and height component, respectively. From Figures 3a and 3b , the velocity series in the horizontal component show a high degree of consistency with the corresponding seismic results. Figure 3c indicates that the vertical component is relatively noisy. The velocity series, derived from ionosphere-free PPP fixed solution are also plotted with red rectangles. It is visible that the use of original carrier phases and pseudo-ranges can suppress the noise and improve the PPP precision. The statistical difference between the ionosphere-free PPP and seismic results is 2.5, 2.3, and 4.0 cm/s, respectively, in north, east and up direction. We also calculated the RMS values of 2 h (before the earthquake event) velocity series for the 30 GPS stations. The corresponding accuracy (1 À sigma) of these series derived from ionosphere-free PPP fixed solution are found to be 1.6, 0.9, and 4.6 cm/s, respectively, in the north, east, and up direction. The proposed method of using original observables for PPP ambiguity fixing can suppress the noise and improve 
Application to Earthquake Early Warning
[16] We demonstrated here the performance of earthquake early warning using the real-time ambiguity-fixed PPP approach. The important information, provided by the PPP position series is the permanent displacement. We use the real-time algorithm proposed by Allen and Ziv [2011] to remove dynamic oscillations and extract these displacements. The horizontal components of the results (about 1 min after S wave arrival) are shown in Figures S2 and S3 .
[17] We derived three fault slip distributions from the co-seismic displacements calculated from the real-time PPP float solution, real-time PPP fixed solution, and the postprocessed daily solution, respectively. For this purpose, we used the code written by one of the co-authors (R. Wang) based on the constrained least-squares method [Wang et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2010] . The fault geometric parameters (strike 313 /dip 88 ) are adopted from the global centroid moment tensor (CMT) solution of the earthquake. The rake angle (slip direction relative to the strike) is allowed to vary AE20 around the CMT solution of 186 . The fault size is 130 km along the strike and 20 km along the dip, which is then divided into 26 Â 4 = 104 sub-faults. To avoid unreasonable slip patterns, the smoothing constraint is imposed [Harris and Segall, 1987] . The inversion results are shown in Figure 4 . The three inversions result in scalar seismic moments of 5. 35 Â 10 19 N m, 7.56 Â 10 19 N m, and 7.58 Â 10 19 N m, equivalent to moment magnitudes of Mw 7.09, Mw 7.19, and Mw 7.19, respectively. The PPP float solution leads to an underestimation of about 30% of the scalar seismic moment, and PPP fixed solution significantly improves it. Integer ambiguity resolution brings the PPP moment magnitude into agreement with the postprocessed value. We conclude that integer ambiguity fixing in PPP is beneficial for fault slip inversion and the moment magnitude estimation in EEW system.
[18] The moment magnitude of the earthquake we estimated in this study is similar to that determined by Crowell et al. [2012] , and significantly larger than Mw 6.8-7.0 obtained by Allen and Ziv [2011] . Also our slip pattern is consistent with that obtained by Crowell et al. [2012] , both showing that the fault slip distributes mainly in shallow depth (0-15 km). However, our peak slip is about 4.0 m that is two times larger than that estimated by Crowell et al. [2012] . It is known that the peak slip value depends strongly upon the smoothing constraint used in the inversion. Actually, the slip distribution given by Crowell et al. [2012] appears smoother than ours.
Conclusions
[19] The PPP technique can provide "absolute" co-seismic displacements with respect to a global reference frame with a stand-alone GPS receiver. In this paper, we present an approach of using real-time ambiguity-fixed PPP for earthquake early warning. The 2010 Mw 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake was used to evaluate our approach for possible use in EEW.
[20] Comparisons of the displacements, estimated from PPP and accelerometers, displayed a high agreement within few centimeters. Integer ambiguity fixing can improve the accuracy of real-time PPP displacements significantly, especially in the east component. The use of original carrier phases and pseudo-ranges can also suppress the noise and improve the precision of real-time PPP. The results of the fault slip inversions indicate that the real-time ambiguityfixed PPP can improve fault slip inversion and the moment magnitude estimation and become complementary to existing seismic EEW methodologies.
